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1. What’s an endoclitic?

We can distinguish between (a) the pronominal enclitics which simply 
apply to the end of a word and (b) the pronominal endoclitics that apply 
to the end of a word and alter the stem’s phonology.

Enclitics     Endoclitics
ɾa³ʔa³=sih³  ‘his hand’  ɾa³ʔah⁵   ‘my hand’
ɾa³ʔa³=ũh³  ‘her hand’  ɾa³ʔa⁴=ɾeʔ¹  ‘your hand’
ɾa³ʔa³=tʃuh³  ‘its hand (anim)’ ɾo³ʔoʔ⁴   ‘our (du) hand’
ɾa³ʔa³=a³niʔ²sih³ ‘their (masc) hand’ ɾa³ʔa³=h⁵ɾeʔ¹  ‘your (pl) hand’
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What falls into each category?

• Enclitics include all third person pronouns in the singular and plural as 
well as the 1st person exclusive and inclusive.

• Endoclitics include the 1st person singular, 2nd person singular, 1st 
person dual, and the 2nd person plural.

• Note that the category of endoclitic is also somewhat pragmatically 
cohesive – these are all speech act participants, or people who are part 
of at least a small conversation.
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General principles of cliticization

• All clitics apply to derived stems in nouns (or verbs, when they are 
aspect-marked). We can think of this as either a two-stage derivational 
process or of nominal/verbal stem formation as “stored.”

 Root:  ko³no³ʔo⁴   ‘medicine’
 Stem:  si³-ko¹no¹ʔo¹=sih³ ‘his medicine’
   POSS’D-medicine=3M

   si³-ko¹no¹ʔoh¹  ‘my medicine’ (endoclitic)
   POSS’D-medicine.1S
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But how do you know?

Table 1: Low register tones do not undergo tone raising with endoclitics

Root a3ta3 a3taP3 ko3no3Po4 ni1kaP1

‘to load’ ‘to put on top’ ‘medicine’ ‘be.short’

Derived ka2ta3 ka2taP2 si3-ko1no1Po1

stem pot.load pot.put.on.top ‘poss’d-medicine’

1s ka2tah5 ka1tah1 si3-ko1no1Poh1 ni1kah1

pot.load.1s pot.put.on.top.1s ‘poss’d-medicine.1s’ be.short.1s
‘I will load (it)’ ‘I will put (it) on top.’ ‘my medicine’ ‘I am short’

tonal derivation in the language. There is a process where prefixation applies and stems are
formed that may result in a complete overwrite of root lexical tones. This may feed processes
which apply at the right edge of the stem and are associated with pronominal endoclitics.
The former is more general and applies prior to the latter. If it did not, we would be unable
to predict the tonal patterns associated with pronominal endoclitics completely. Note, for
instance, that the roots for the first two verbs have identical underlying tones. If we know
the potential stem form though, we can predict the resulting form with 1s marking.

The approach here is not unlike similar approaches to word formation discussed for
Copala Triqui (Hollenbach, 1984). Hollenbach discusses what she terms formatives, which
reflect tonal stem formation processes that must apply at an earlier stage in her autosegmen-
tal model of word derivation than processes related to word-external sandhi, a term used for
enclitic/endoclitic-related tonal changes. However, person-marking and nominal stem for-
mation are far more regular processes in Copala Triqui than they are in either Chicahuaxtla
or Itunyoso Triqui. Early attempts to account for these multiple types of tonal changes on
words in Chicahuaxtla Triqui involved complex formal machinery in tagmemics, such as the
macromorpheme and the archiphoneme (Longacre, 1959). We believe the general two-stage
approach here for Itunyoso Triqui is conceptually clearer and, as we shall demonstrate, makes
endoclitic processes apply with more regularity.

This dependency of tonal changes associated with person on the tonal shape of the
derived stem is also a feature of other complex tone languages. For instance, in Tataltepec
Chatino (Otomanguean), tonal processes associated with person/subject-marking on verbs
are dependent on the derived tonal shape of the aspect-marked verb (Sullivant, 2015). This
process very closely parallels the details for Itunyoso Triqui and suggests stratal effects in
tonal derivation are a characteristic of Otomanguean languages more generally.

Multiple tonal derivations are also a characteristic of different African languages with
complex tonal systems. In Shilluk (Nilo-Saharan), tonal processes associated with 1s and
2s persons affect verbs differently when they have undergone tonal changes with the subject
past tense and applicative voice past tense (Remijsen and Ayoker, 2018). In Seenku (Mande),
a tonal process derives deverbal nouns and then pluralization of the noun is realized with
tone raising on these derived stems (McPherson, 2020). While derivational cycles are mostly
uncontroversial within phonology and the morphology-phonology interface (Kiparsky, 1982;

When marked for 1st person singular, low register tone stems take a low 
tone /1/. Stems where the final syllable has a low register tone undergo this.
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2. The 1st person singular

• The most complex morphophonology in Triqui.

• The major segmental alternation here is a morphophonological toggle, 
which involves deletion or insertion of /h/ at the end of the stem 
(DiCanio et al 2020). The /h/ toggle is almost exceptionless.

• If a stem ends with /h/, delete it. If it does not, insert it (replacing a 
glottal stop, if need be).
• Many tonal alternations occur too (to be discussed).
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No final /h/ in stem   Final /h/ in stem

so³ʔo³  ‘to be deaf’   ja³ʔah³ ‘chile pepper’
so³ʔoh⁵ ‘I am deaf’   ta³ʔa⁴³ ‘my chile pepper’

ja³ʔa³² ‘cord’    sã³ʔãh² ‘money’
ta⁴ʔah⁴ ‘my cord’   si³-sã¹ʔã¹ ‘my money’

tʃi³  ‘ancestor’   tʃeh³  ‘father’
tʃih⁵  ‘my ancestor’  tʃe⁴³  ‘my father’
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are given in Table 6. The roots given in (a)-(e) each have a final open syllable and /h/ is
inserted with the 1s clitic. The roots given in (f)-(j) each possess a coda /h/ which is deleted
in the 1s form. Note that a set of these roots undergo special nominal stem derivation as
described above and in the chapter on nominal morphology.

Table 6: Glottal toggling of 1st person singular in Itunyoso Triqui

Bare root Gloss Derived stem Inflected stem Gloss
(a) a4ñı43 ‘to stop’ – a4ñıh4 ‘I stop’
(b) so3Po3 ‘be deaf’ – so3Poh5 ‘I am deaf’
(c) nne3 ‘plough’ si3-ne3 si3-neh5 ‘my plough’
(d) ku3Ru32 ‘granary’ si3-ku2Ru2 si3-ku1Ruh1 ‘my granary’
(e) jã32 ‘salt’ tã32 tãh3 ‘my salt’

(f) a4ñıh4 ‘to get dirty’ – a4ñı43 ‘I am getting dirty’
(g) jo3Poh5 ‘land’ to3Poh5 to3Po43 ‘my land’
(h) nneh3 ‘dream’ si3-neh3 si3-ne32 ‘my dream’
(i) ni3nah3 ‘to be tired’ – ni3na32 ‘I am tired’
(j) jãh3 ‘paper’ tãh3 tã43 ‘my paper’

When a stem-final syllable has a coda /P/, this coda is usually replaced by /h/. Though,
for certain irregular roots in Itunyoso Triqui, final vowel reduplication instead. In this
pattern, a /-Vh/ suffix is applied where the vowel is an identical copy of the vowel preceding
the glottal stop, i.e. ...(CV)CVaP=Vah. Regular and irregular roots are shown in Table 7.
Of the 970 paradigms examined in this paper, 172 stems have a final coda /P/. Of these,
only 28 take the reduplicative /-Vh/ allomorph shown in (b). The remaining stems take
the regular pattern shown in (a). Note that there is variation where forms which take the
reduplicative 1s allomorph may be produced with the regular allomorph, e.g. [na3no3Poh5]
∼ [na3noh5] ‘I look for’. Conceivably the irregular forms show the historical pattern for all
words with a coda /P/. This variation suggests that the irregular forms may be undergoing
regularization over time. This variation may be motivated in part by a general process
whereby intervocalic glottal stops are lenited (cf. DiCanio, 2012).

5.2 Tonal changes associated with the 1s toggling pattern
The set of tonal changes associated with the 1s endoclitic and its associated segmental
changes are complex, but mostly regular in the language once we account for separate stem
formation processes. Out of an inflectional database of 970 Triqui stems, 759 (78%) display
regular patterns of tonal changes associated with the 1st person singular endoclitic. Roughly
half of the remainder (102/970, 10.5%) reflect words which undergo special stem formation or
speech act participant (SAP) stem formation processes. Table 8 demonstrates the patterns
observed for each stem tone combined with all the different stem-final glottal consonants. For
instance, if we read input stem tone /3/ with final syllable rime /V:/, it means that words
of with this shape, e.g. /Ra3Pa:3/ ‘hand’, inflect for the 1s endoclitic with /5h/, resulting in
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for endoclitic marking.



This can produce homophony between stems 
and cliticized stems
a⁴nĩ⁴³  ‘to stop’  a⁴nĩh⁴  ‘to get dirty’
a⁴nĩh⁴  ‘I am stopping...’ a⁴nĩ⁴³  ‘I am getting dirty’

a³tʃĩh⁵  ‘to ask for’  a³tʃĩʔ³  ‘to bury’
a³tʃĩ⁴³  ‘I am asking for’ a³tʃĩh⁵  ‘I am burying...’

a⁴ko⁴³  ‘to cry’   a⁴koh⁴ ‘to peel wood’
a⁴koh⁴ ‘I am crying’  a⁴ko⁴³ ‘I am peeling wood’
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Irregular segmental changes
Certain stems ending with a /ʔ/ undergo a vowel reduplication pattern rather than 
replacement of the glottal stop with /h/; we add /Vh/ instead.
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Table 7: Regular (a) and irregular (b) 1s marking on stems with coda /P/. This table is
modified from DiCanio et al. (2020).

Bare root Gloss Derived stem 1s stem Gloss
(a) na3tSãP3 ‘to turn’ – na3tSãh5 ‘I turn’

to3koP1 ‘to hang (tr.)’ to4koP4 (SAP) to4koh4 ‘I hang’
PnaP3 ‘to come’ – Pnah5 ‘I am coming’
ka3siP3 ‘honey’ si3-ka2siP3 si3-ka2sih5 ‘my honey’
sta3NgaP3 ‘nape’ – sta3Ngah5 ‘my nape’
kkãP3 ‘corn dough’ si4-kãP4 si4-kãh4 ‘my corn dough’

(b) k̃ıP3 ‘to stink’ – k̃ı3P̃ıh5 ‘I stink’
na3noP3 ‘to look for’ – na3no3Poh5 ‘I look for’
na2RãP3 ‘to pick up (mass N.)’ – na2Rã3Pãh5 ‘I pick up’
ka3GaP3 ‘bottle, metal’ si3-ka2GaP3 si3-ka2Ga3Pah5 ‘my bottle, metal’
ka3tSũP1 ‘shadow’ si3-ka1tSũP1 si3-ka1tSũ1Pũh1 ‘my shadow’
jãP3 ‘tooth’ – jã3Pãh5 ‘my tooth’

/Ra3Pah5/ ‘my hand.’ The coda /h/ toggling process is included alongside the tonal changes
since different tonal changes occur when /h/ is deleted as opposed to when it is inserted.

Table 8: Regular tone-glottal combinations in stem inputs and corresponding output tones
with 1s endoclitic application. The number of stems undergoing the alternation from the
inflectional database are given below each outcome. The numerator here reflects the number
of stems with the particular tone and glottal coda combination undergoing the alternation
while the denominator reflects the total number of stems with the particular tone and glottal
combination in the database. NA values reflect input tone and glottal consonant combina-
tions that do not occur in stems taking the endoclitic. Boldface numbers reflect input stem
tones where most of the exceptional forms occur.

Input stem tone
/1/ /2/ /3/ /4/ /5/ /43/ /32/ /31/ /13/

Input V: 1h 1h 5h 5h NA 4h 4h 1h 4h
49/49 52/61 111/114 26/27 – 92/92 53/71 18/48 2/2

VP 1h 1h 5h NA NA NA NA 1h NA
28/28 5/5 65/117 – – – – 6/9 –

Vh 1 1 43 43 43 NA 43 1 NA
21/21 31/33 54/84 75/75 43/43 – 23/33 10/11 –

We can simplify this table to a great degree by merging some of the input tones which
have the same output forms with the 1s endoclitic in the language, as we observe in Table 9.
From this table we can observe three major things. First, the /h/ toggling rule applies with



Tonal changes with the 1st person singular

• The tonal changes on stems marked for the 1st person singular vary 
depending on whether or not the /h/ is deleted or inserted.

• Several patterns are very regular, but others have some irregularity 
(there are weird exceptions).

• We will use an inflectional database of 970 Triqui roots/stems and 
their endoclitic forms to show the most common patterns.
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Summary of patterns

• When the stem has a lower register tone (2, 1, 31), the 1S form has a 
low tone /1/ (regardless of /h/ deletion or insertion).
• When a stem has an upper register tone (3, 4, 5, 32), the output tone is 

higher.
12

Table 9: Simplified regular tone-glottal combinations in stem inputs and corresponding
output tones with 1s endoclitic application. The number of stems undergoing the alternation
from the inflectional database are given below each outcome. The numerator here reflects
the number of stems with the particular tone and glottal coda combination undergoing the
alternation while the denominator reflects the total number of stems with the particular tone
and glottal combination in the database.

Input stem tone/glottal Output stem tone/glottal Frequency in database
1, 2, 31, 1P, 2P, 31P 1h 158/200, 79.0%
1h, 2h, 31h 1 62/65, 95.4%
3, 4, 3P 5h 202/259, 78.0%
3h, 4h, 5h, 32h 43 195/235, 83.0%
43, 32, 13 4h 147/165, 89.1%

the 1s endoclitic without exception. Second, the set of tones that group together cohere
along featural lines. If the input stem tone is a low register tone or if the sequences ends
with a low register tone (tone /31/), the output tone for the 1s endoclitic is tone /1/. If the
input stem tone is a high register level tone, the output stem tone is either /5h/ (with glottal
insertion) or /43/ (with glottal deletion). In other words, the tonal register of the stem is an
important phonological feature for predicting the output stem tone – register is maintained
with endoclitic marking. Finally, with the exception of tone /32/, contour tones all also take
an upper register /4h/. Though the set of possible tone combinations with glottal codas is
rather complex, the set of possible output forms with the 1s endoclitic are principled and
mostly regular.

Examples of these tonal processes applying to Triqui stems are given in Table 10 for low
register input tones. Where replacive tone occurs, it spreads across all syllables associated
with that tone following principles of leftward tonal association discussed in the chapter on
tonal phonology and elsewhere (DiCanio, 2008, 2016; DiCanio et al., 2020). Thus, words
with an input /32/ tone which undergo low tone nominal stem formation under possession
undergo a replacement of the final tone level /2/ > /1/, but the initial /3/ remains, as shown
in the word for ‘branch.’

As discussed in the chapter on verbal morphology, sometimes the potential aspect involves
complete tonal overwrite of the verb with tone /2/. When this happens, potential aspect-
marked verbs undergo the same set of tonal alternations for the 1s endoclitic. Observe the
data in Table 11, repeated and expanded here from the chapter on verbal morphology. We
observe a process of potential aspect formation via complete tonal overwrite which neutralizes
many of the tonal distinctions on verb roots. Since potential verb stems are now low register
(tone /2/), regular 1s endoclitic marking for low register tones applies to these stems. Note
that the endoclitic marking for the imperfective roots here never involves tone lowering since
the roots do not have low register tones. This process not only demonstrates the generality
of the tonal change here, but it reinforces the concept that there are multiple stages of tonal
derivation arising from separate morphological processes of tonal stem formation.

Upper register tones undergo a different pattern with the 1s endoclitic. When /h/ is



Table 10: Regular low register tonal changes associated with first person singular marking.
The upper examples show /h/ insertion and the lower examples show /h/ deletion. The
output tone in all cases is tone /1/.

Stem Gloss 1s form Alternation
na1ko1 ‘be dry’ na1koh1 1 > 1h
ni1kaP1 ‘be short’ ni1kah1 1P > 1h
a3nã2Pã2 ‘to hug’ a3nã1Pãh1 2 > 1h
si3-sũ2 poss’d-work si3-sũh1 2 > 1h
Ra2PjãP2 ‘be deafmute’ Ra1Pjãh1 2P > 1h
na3t̃ı1 ‘to blink’ na3t̃ıh1 3.1 > 3.1h

kãh1 ‘be naked’ kã1 1h > 1
kkih2 ‘be ugly’ kki1 2h > 1
si3-Re2koh2 poss’d-branch si3-Re1ko1 2h > 1
ni3tSeh1 ‘mother-in-law’ ni3tSe1 3.1h > 3.1

Table 11: Complete tonal overwrite with the potential aspect and subsequent 1s endoclitic
marking

Root/Imperfective Gloss Potential form 1s of potential form
a3tSih2 ‘to grow’ ka2tSih2 ka1tSi1

a4tS̃ı43 ‘to pass by’ ka2tS̃ı2 ka1tS̃ıh1

u4tSũh4 ‘to smell’ ku2tSũh2 ku1tSũ1

tSu4mã43 ‘to arrive’ ku2-tSu2mã2 ku1-tSu1mãh1

na3Ri3jũ3 ‘to measure’ ki2-na2Ri2jũ2 ki1-na1Ri1jũh1

PnaP3 ‘to come’ ka2-PnaP2 ka1-Pnah1

nãh5 ‘to wash’ ki2-nãh2 ki1-nã1

inserted in the toggling process, tonal raising to /5h/ occurs. When /h/ is deleted from the
final syllable, then tone /43/ is assigned. Examples of these processes are shown in Table
12.

It is noteworthy that the description of this process here differs slightly from past work
on the topic in DiCanio (2016); DiCanio et al. (2020). In previous work, I had described the
tonal alternation with /h/ deletion as an attachment of a floating tone /3/. This analysis
works for words with a final tone /4/ and, in past work, if we presume that the highest
level tone is /45/ (not /5/). Under this analysis, tone /3/ attaches to the final mora of
the final bimoraic syllable, producing a pattern on disyllables of /4.4h/ > 4.43 and /3.45h/
> 3.43. Yet, this analysis fails to account for a very common pattern whereby words with
tones /3/ and /32/ and a coda /h/ get tone /43/ with 1s endoclitic application. Appending
tone /3/ to such words would not result in a higher fallling tone. A more consistent analysis
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Interaction with the potential aspect

• If the potential-marked verb has complete tonal overwrite (see last 
week), the 1st person form will always have tone /1/.
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Table 10: Regular low register tonal changes associated with first person singular marking.
The upper examples show /h/ insertion and the lower examples show /h/ deletion. The
output tone in all cases is tone /1/.

Stem Gloss 1s form Alternation
na1ko1 ‘be dry’ na1koh1 1 > 1h
ni1kaP1 ‘be short’ ni1kah1 1P > 1h
a3nã2Pã2 ‘to hug’ a3nã1Pãh1 2 > 1h
si3-sũ2 poss’d-work si3-sũh1 2 > 1h
Ra2PjãP2 ‘be deafmute’ Ra1Pjãh1 2P > 1h
na3t̃ı1 ‘to blink’ na3t̃ıh1 3.1 > 3.1h

kãh1 ‘be naked’ kã1 1h > 1
kkih2 ‘be ugly’ kki1 2h > 1
si3-Re2koh2 poss’d-branch si3-Re1ko1 2h > 1
ni3tSeh1 ‘mother-in-law’ ni3tSe1 3.1h > 3.1

Table 11: Complete tonal overwrite with the potential aspect and subsequent 1s endoclitic
marking

Root/Imperfective Gloss Potential form 1s of potential form
a3tSih2 ‘to grow’ ka2tSih2 ka1tSi1

a4tS̃ı43 ‘to pass by’ ka2tS̃ı2 ka1tS̃ıh1

u4tSũh4 ‘to smell’ ku2tSũh2 ku1tSũ1

tSu4mã43 ‘to arrive’ ku2-tSu2mã2 ku1-tSu1mãh1

na3Ri3jũ3 ‘to measure’ ki2-na2Ri2jũ2 ki1-na1Ri1jũh1

PnaP3 ‘to come’ ka2-PnaP2 ka1-Pnah1

nãh5 ‘to wash’ ki2-nãh2 ki1-nã1

inserted in the toggling process, tonal raising to /5h/ occurs. When /h/ is deleted from the
final syllable, then tone /43/ is assigned. Examples of these processes are shown in Table
12.

It is noteworthy that the description of this process here differs slightly from past work
on the topic in DiCanio (2016); DiCanio et al. (2020). In previous work, I had described the
tonal alternation with /h/ deletion as an attachment of a floating tone /3/. This analysis
works for words with a final tone /4/ and, in past work, if we presume that the highest
level tone is /45/ (not /5/). Under this analysis, tone /3/ attaches to the final mora of
the final bimoraic syllable, producing a pattern on disyllables of /4.4h/ > 4.43 and /3.45h/
> 3.43. Yet, this analysis fails to account for a very common pattern whereby words with
tones /3/ and /32/ and a coda /h/ get tone /43/ with 1s endoclitic application. Appending
tone /3/ to such words would not result in a higher fallling tone. A more consistent analysis



For upper 
register 
tones:

If /h/ is 
inserted, /5h/.

If /h/ is 
deleted, /43/.
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Table 12: Regular upper register tonal changes associated with first person singular marking.
The upper examples show /h/ insertion and the lower examples show /h/ deletion

Stem Gloss 1s form Alternation
Ra3Pa3 ‘hand’ Ra3Pah5 3 > 5h
tSu3PBiP3 ‘to be afraid’ tSu3PBih5 3P > 5h
tu3kwa4 ‘house of’ tu3kwah5 4 > 5h
Ru3nũ4 ‘to paint’ Ru3nũh5 4 > 5h

a3tah2 ‘to say’ a4ta43 3.2h > 43
ta3ñıh3 ‘to lower (tr)’ ta3ñı43 3h > 43
a4nãh4 ‘to sew’ a4nã43 4h > 43
si4tuh4 ‘bellybutton’ si4tu43 4h > 43
si3-tuh5 ‘poss’d-knot’ si3-tu43 5h > 43

with the Triqui data that has arisen from the extensive work on the inflectional database is
that stems with an upper register tone and a coda /h/ usually take tone /43/ with the 1s
endoclitic. This is a single melody that replaces the final syllable’s tone rather than a single
tone attaching to the final mora of the word.

The final common alternation is one where tone /4/ replaces the stem’s tone for tones
/43/ and /32/ when /h/ is inserted. These alternations are shown in Table 13.

Table 13: Replacement of stem tone with /4/ with insertion of coda /h/ for the 1s mark-
ing. Note that the word ‘blanket’ is categorized as an inalienably-possessed noun, alongside
several other clothing items, so it takes no possessed prefix.

Stem Gloss 1s form Alternation
a3ne32 ‘to bathe’ a4neh4 32 > 4h
Re3to32 ‘blanket’ Re4toh4 32 > 4h
ko4Po43 ‘to drink’ ko4Poh4 43 > 4h
si3-Ru3kwi4Pi43 ‘poss’d-peach’ si3-Ru3kwi4Pih4 43 > 4h

As discussed in the tonal phonology chapter, tone /4/ in the context before coda /h/ is
raised and optionally produced with a high fall. Under one analysis, the fall is a phonetic
effect from the coda /h/ (cf. DiCanio, 2012). Under another analysis, the degree of fall is
so great such that the f0 effect could be a realization of an underlying tone /43/. If the
latter analysis is true, then words like /ko4Poh4/ ‘I drank’ in Table 13 might be analyzed
as /ko4Poh43/. This would mean that no tone changes would occur in alternations of stems
with /43/ and those with /4(3)h/ – it is simply toggling of the coda. This would simplify the
tonal analysis of these stems, but complicate the general restriction of contour tones to open
syllables. Regardless of the specific tonal analysis for words with these tones, it seems fair
here to consider the tonal alternation primarily in morphological terms. There are different



Special case: 43 > 4h

The 1st person singular 
form for a word with a 
high falling tone is not 
/5h/, but /4h/.

This is very regular, as 
loanwords usually take 
this tone as well.
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ɾu³kʷi⁴ʔi⁴³  ‘peach’
si³-ɾu³kʷi⁴ʔih⁴  ‘my peach’

tʃu⁴mã⁴³  ‘to arrive’
tʃu⁴mãh⁴  ‘I am arriving’

me⁴sa⁴³  ‘table’
si³-me⁴sah⁴  ‘my table’

tʃi⁴lu⁴³   ‘knife < cuchillo’
si³-tʃi⁴luh⁴  ‘my knife’



It’s mostly regular, but complicated

When we combine the stem formation processes with their own tonal 
processes alongside the 1st person singular, we get quite a bit of 
complexity.

Root  Stem formation  1S form
ka³siʔ³ si³-ka²siʔ³   si³-ka²sih⁵ 
‘honey’ ‘honey of’   ‘my honey’

Process: si³-(²)    3ʔ > 5h (both regular)

17



3. The 1st person dual/plural

• The first person dual can be used as a generic 1st person plural as well. 
It is distinct from the 1st person plural exclusive /=ũh⁴/ and the 1st 
person plural inclusive /=neʔ⁴/.

18

7 The 1st person plural

7.1 Semantics
The 1p endoclitic in Itunyoso Triqui is most often used as a generic 1st person plural but in
more specific uses, it is the dual form of the first person. The language includes two enclitics:
one marking first person plural inclusive, /=neP4/, and one marking first person plural
exclusive, /=ũh4/. In dialogues where multiple groups involving specific first person plurals
are involved, these enclitics are used to distinguish between entities. However, when referring
to generic groups, e.g. ‘us women believe...’, ‘in our town, we think...’ it is the endoclitic that
is used. We can observe this in Example (1) below where two verbs are marked with the
endoclitic. The speaker, a woman named Carmen López González, is discussing how men
generally understand the role of women. Thus, ‘women’ might be understood generically.
Though, it should be noted that the speaker here is speaking to another woman, so a dual
interpretation would be appropriate in this context as well.

(1) Nga13

When/then
a3tS̃ı3

be.lacking
Nga1

with
ki2-ñı3P̃ı3=sih3

pot-know=3m
sũ32

work
PjoP4

do.1p
tS:eP4

walk.1p

‘So they won’t know/understand the work we do, nor (where) we walk.’

Line 34; Derechos de mujeres triquis; 06/9/2015; Carmen López González and Nieves
López González

A clearer generic example is shown in (2), where the speaker is unequivocally speaking of
a general pattern whereby food was scarce for everyone in the town in the past. Moreover,
this speaker uses the 1p endoclitic with the quantifier ‘various.’ It is impossible that an
indefinite quantifier like this would refer to just two entities in any discourse.

(2) Nga13

then
ka1PiP1

various.1p
n:e3

sit
ñı2

and
Ngo2-R̃ı3,
only,

Ngo2-R̃ı3

only
tS:a3

tortilla
li43

small
RiP4

get.1p
tSoP4

perf.eat.1p

‘At that time, various of us would sit down and only, only a small tortilla would we
find to eat.’

Line 31; Historia de la guerra en Concepción Itunyoso; 06/14/2015; Rosario Guzmán
Flores and Nieves López González

7.2 Segmental changes
Segmentally, the endoclitic is always formed via a concatenation of /-P/ to the end of the word
and accompanying tonal changes. The glottal stop will replace the final glottal consonant of
the stem, occupying the final mora of the final syllable. Words that already terminate with
a final /P/ vacuously undergo this change, though the tonal and vocalic changes associated
with the endoclitic (see below) still apply, e.g. /ti3ki3jaP3/ ‘to brush oneself (perf)’ >
/ti3ki3joP4/ ‘we brushed ourselves.’ Examples of words undergoing these changes are given
in the upper examples in Table 16.



Morphophonology

• In every context, the 1st person dual/generic involves the insertion of a 
coda /ʔ/ to the stem, replacing whatever final glottal consonant is 
present.

• It also is accompanied by tonal changes that are... sensitive to the tonal 
register of the stem.

 nĩ³ʔĩ³ ‘to know’  nĩ³ʔĩʔ⁴ ‘we (DU) know’
 ri³² ‘to take out’  riʔ³  ‘we are taking (it) out’
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Examples

If the stem already has a coda /ʔ/, the glottal stop applies vacuously, but 
the associated tonal changes still apply.

20

There is a stem-level vowel change associated with the 1p endoclitic as well. If the final
vowel of the stem contains a low vowel /a, ã/, this vowel will be raised/backed with the
1p endoclitic. The vowel /a/ will alternate with /o/, while the vowel /ã/ (phonetically [@̃])
will alternate with /ũ/. If the stem contains an intervocalic glottal stop, this vowel quality
change extends/harmonizes across the word, e.g. /Ra3Pa3/ ‘hand’ > /Ro3PoP4/ ‘our hand.’
The quality of non-low vowels remains unaffected by this endoclitic. The vowel changes are
exemplified in the lower examples in Table 16.

Table 16: Segmental changes associated with the 1p endoclitic. Possessed stem forms for
nouns are given as they are the base for the rule application.

Root Final rime Gloss Stem 1p form
B:i1 V: ‘be hidden’ – B:iP1

ni3tSe3 V: ‘to faint’ – ni3tSeP4

si3siP1 VP ‘sweet’ (N) si3-si1siP1 si3-si1siP1

stu3kũP3 VP ‘nephew/niece’ – stu3kũP4

ti3ku1sih1 Vh ‘armpit’ – ti3ku1siP1

Ra4koh4 Vh ‘to collect’ – Ra4koP4

tSa43 V: ‘perf.eat’ – tSoP4

Ra3Pa3 V: ‘hand’ – Ro3PoP4

Rã3Pã3 V: ‘mushroom si3-Rã2Pã3 si3-Rũ2PũP3

a3jaP3 VP ‘to dig’ – a4joP4

na3tSãP3 VP ‘to turn around’ – na3tSũP4

a3tah2 Vh ‘to talk’ – a3toP3

ja3Pah3 Vh ‘chile pepper’ ta3Pah3 to3PoP4

In the chapter on segmental phonetics/phonology, we discussed a pattern where the prin-
ciple of labial culminativity interacts with the 1p endoclitic. This is repeated here in Table
17 below. Since two labial segments may not co-occur in the same syllable in Itunyoso Triqui,
the low vowel alternations associated with the 1p results in onset consonant de-labialization
or deletion. Where deletion would result in a sequence of two rounded vowels with an
intervening glottal stop, there is a strong tendency to harmonize these vowels. General
phonological constraints regarding labialization interact with vowel alternations associated
with the endoclitics.

7.3 Tonal changes
In comparison with the 1s endoclitic, the tonal changes accompanying the 1p endoclitic are
much simpler. We can observe the common output tone and glottal stop combinations in
Table 18. The tone and glottal consonant combinations where many exceptions are found for
the 1s endoclitic are the same contexts where we observe irregularities with the 1p endoclitic
as well. In particular, contexts where tone /3/ is followed by a coda glottal consonant or any



The back vowel alternation

If the stem has /a/, applying the 1du changes it to /o/. Similarly, if it has 
/ã/, it changes it to /ũ/. This co-occurs with the /ʔ/.
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There is a stem-level vowel change associated with the 1p endoclitic as well. If the final
vowel of the stem contains a low vowel /a, ã/, this vowel will be raised/backed with the
1p endoclitic. The vowel /a/ will alternate with /o/, while the vowel /ã/ (phonetically [@̃])
will alternate with /ũ/. If the stem contains an intervocalic glottal stop, this vowel quality
change extends/harmonizes across the word, e.g. /Ra3Pa3/ ‘hand’ > /Ro3PoP4/ ‘our hand.’
The quality of non-low vowels remains unaffected by this endoclitic. The vowel changes are
exemplified in the lower examples in Table 16.

Table 16: Segmental changes associated with the 1p endoclitic. Possessed stem forms for
nouns are given as they are the base for the rule application.

Root Final rime Gloss Stem 1p form
B:i1 V: ‘be hidden’ – B:iP1

ni3tSe3 V: ‘to faint’ – ni3tSeP4

si3siP1 VP ‘sweet’ (N) si3-si1siP1 si3-si1siP1

stu3kũP3 VP ‘nephew/niece’ – stu3kũP4

ti3ku1sih1 Vh ‘armpit’ – ti3ku1siP1

Ra4koh4 Vh ‘to collect’ – Ra4koP4

tSa43 V: ‘perf.eat’ – tSoP4

Ra3Pa3 V: ‘hand’ – Ro3PoP4

Rã3Pã3 V: ‘mushroom si3-Rã2Pã3 si3-Rũ2PũP3

a3jaP3 VP ‘to dig’ – a4joP4

na3tSãP3 VP ‘to turn around’ – na3tSũP4

a3tah2 Vh ‘to talk’ – a3toP3

ja3Pah3 Vh ‘chile pepper’ ta3Pah3 to3PoP4

In the chapter on segmental phonetics/phonology, we discussed a pattern where the prin-
ciple of labial culminativity interacts with the 1p endoclitic. This is repeated here in Table
17 below. Since two labial segments may not co-occur in the same syllable in Itunyoso Triqui,
the low vowel alternations associated with the 1p results in onset consonant de-labialization
or deletion. Where deletion would result in a sequence of two rounded vowels with an
intervening glottal stop, there is a strong tendency to harmonize these vowels. General
phonological constraints regarding labialization interact with vowel alternations associated
with the endoclitics.

7.3 Tonal changes
In comparison with the 1s endoclitic, the tonal changes accompanying the 1p endoclitic are
much simpler. We can observe the common output tone and glottal stop combinations in
Table 18. The tone and glottal consonant combinations where many exceptions are found for
the 1s endoclitic are the same contexts where we observe irregularities with the 1p endoclitic
as well. In particular, contexts where tone /3/ is followed by a coda glottal consonant or any



Summary of tonal patterns

In autosegmental terms, the final glottal stop, occurring in all contexts of the 1p endoclitic,
occupies the final mora of the stem and deletes its associated tone. This pattern of no tonal
change also occurs some of the time for stems with tone /3/ and coda /h/. Third, when
a stem has an upper register tone /3, 3P, 3h, 5h, 31, 13/, the most frequent pattern is for
the final syllable of the stem to have tone /4/. It is here where we observe the greatest
irregularity in the tonal changes – almost entirely associated with input tone /3/. That is,
stems with tone /5h/ are completely regular here.

Table 19: Simplified regular tone-glottal combinations in stem inputs and corresponding
output tones with 1p endoclitic application. The number of stems undergoing the alternation
from the inflectional database are given below each outcome. The numerator here reflects
the number of stems with the particular tone and glottal coda combination undergoing the
alternation while the denominator reflects the total number of stems with the particular tone
and glottal combination in the database.

Input stem tone/glottal Output form Frequency in database
1, 1P, 1h, 2, 2P, 2h -P (no tone change) 225/236, 95.3%
32, 32h, 43, 4h, 4P -P (no change/truncation) 283/293, 96.6%
3h 3P (no tone change) 39/86, 45.0%
3, 3P, 3h, 5h, 31, 13 4P 208/304, 68.4%

We illustrate the first pattern of no tonal changes with low tones in Table 20. The
table here includes both adjectival predicates which are mostly low toned in Itunyoso Triqui.
These have no alternate stem forms. It also includes possessed nouns which undergo tonal
replacement with the si3- poss’d prefix. Recall that this prefix replaces the stem tone
regardless of whether the stem occurs with an endoclitic, an enclitic, or a full NP – it is a
rule associated with the prefixation, not with cliticization. The table also usefully includes
verb stems with potential aspect. Recall that potential aspect formation involves tone /2/ on
an aspectual prefix, tone /2/ assigned to the initial syllable of the verbal stem, or replacive
tone /2/ on the entire verb stem. In the latter case, the tone in the final syllable would
be /2/ and, again, this tonal alternation is associated with the potential aspect, not with
cliticization.

Stems with tones /43/ and /32/ undergo truncation with the addition of the /-P/ with
the 1p endoclitic. This means that they may resemble stems with an underlying tone /4/ or
/3/, respectively, and incidentally this creates a large amount of potential homophony (see
§7.4). Examples of stems undergoing this alternation are given in Table 21.

Many words with tone /3/ are SAP stems under person-marking in Itunyoso Triqui.
These and stems with tone /5h/ both take tone /4/ when marked with the 1p endoclitic.
The latter pattern is not phonologically odd in the language – only four level tones are
quick/light’; and in Triqui optative person marking, e.g. /ka2-ne3/ ‘pot-sit’ > /ka2-ne3-eP4/ ‘one could sit.’
The former is the result of a phonological constraint on deletion of low tones, while the latter is a rather
marked alternation that involves noticeable lengthening before the coda glottal stop – perhaps analyzeable
as a separate syllable with a reduplicated vowel.
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• When the stem has a lower register level tone (2, 1), no tone changes 
occur.
• Tones /32, 43, 4/ undergo truncation or no tone change.
• Most upper register tones /3, 5, 31, 13/ raise to /4ʔ/.



No tonal change with low register tones

Table 20: Simple concatenation of /=P/ with 1p endoclitic marking among words with low
tones in Itunyoso Triqui. Note the regular alternations for possessed nominal stems with
replacive tone /2/ and for potential aspect marked verbs with replacive tone /2/. When
there is no replacive tone when the verb is in the imperfective, we get the tonal truncation
pattern /32h/ > /3P/ instead.

Root Gloss Stem 1p form
B:i1 ‘be hidden’ – B:iP1

na1ka1 ‘new’ – na1koP1

ni1koP1 ‘hanging’ – ni1koP1

ku1Pnah1 ‘to be called’ (llamarse) – ku1PnoP1

ni2ñı2 ‘separate, different’ – ni2ñıP2

nu3kwãP3 ‘word’ si3-nu2kwãP2 si3-nu2kũP2

k:ih2 ‘ be ugly’ – k:iP2

a3tSih2 ‘to grow’ ka2tSih2 ka2tSiP2

‘pot.grow’
a3tSih2 ‘to grow’ – a3tSiP3

Table 21: Concatenation of /=P/ with 1p endoclitic marking, resulting in truncation of
higher falling tones. Possessed stems are given for the alienably-possessed nouns.

Root Gloss Stem 1p form Alternation
tSi3Pi4 ‘to pee’ – tSi3PiP4 4 > 4P
st̃ı4 ‘fingernail’ – st̃ıP4 4 > 4P
na3no4Poh4 ‘to pray’ – na3no4PoP4 4h > 4P
ja2Pnã3 ‘mask’ ta2Pnã3 ta2PnũP3 3 > 3P
tSu3kwi3Pih3 ‘sister (of woman)’ – tSu3kwi3PiP3 3h > 3P

Re3to32 ‘blanket’ – Re3toP3 32 > 3P
a3Bi32 ‘to ascend’ – a3BiP3 32 > 3P
a3tah2 ‘to say’ – a3toP3 3.2h > 3P
Ru4ne43 ‘avocado’ si3-Ru4ne43 si3-Ru4neP4 43 > 4P

contrastive before a coda /P/ in Itunyoso Triqui, whereas all 5 levels are contrastive before
a coda /h/. These endoclitic-marked forms are given in Table 22.
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No tonal change with upper register level tones

Table 20: Simple concatenation of /=P/ with 1p endoclitic marking among words with low
tones in Itunyoso Triqui. Note the regular alternations for possessed nominal stems with
replacive tone /2/ and for potential aspect marked verbs with replacive tone /2/. When
there is no replacive tone when the verb is in the imperfective, we get the tonal truncation
pattern /32h/ > /3P/ instead.

Root Gloss Stem 1p form
B:i1 ‘be hidden’ – B:iP1

na1ka1 ‘new’ – na1koP1

ni1koP1 ‘hanging’ – ni1koP1

ku1Pnah1 ‘to be called’ (llamarse) – ku1PnoP1

ni2ñı2 ‘separate, different’ – ni2ñıP2

nu3kwãP3 ‘word’ si3-nu2kwãP2 si3-nu2kũP2

k:ih2 ‘ be ugly’ – k:iP2

a3tSih2 ‘to grow’ ka2tSih2 ka2tSiP2

‘pot.grow’
a3tSih2 ‘to grow’ – a3tSiP3

Table 21: Concatenation of /=P/ with 1p endoclitic marking, resulting in truncation of
higher falling tones. Possessed stems are given for the alienably-possessed nouns.

Root Gloss Stem 1p form Alternation
tSi3Pi4 ‘to pee’ – tSi3PiP4 4 > 4P
st̃ı4 ‘fingernail’ – st̃ıP4 4 > 4P
na3no4Poh4 ‘to pray’ – na3no4PoP4 4h > 4P
ja2Pnã3 ‘mask’ ta2Pnã3 ta2PnũP3 3 > 3P
tSu3kwi3Pih3 ‘sister (of woman)’ – tSu3kwi3PiP3 3h > 3P

Re3to32 ‘blanket’ – Re3toP3 32 > 3P
a3Bi32 ‘to ascend’ – a3BiP3 32 > 3P
a3tah2 ‘to say’ – a3toP3 3.2h > 3P
Ru4ne43 ‘avocado’ si3-Ru4ne43 si3-Ru4neP4 43 > 4P

contrastive before a coda /P/ in Itunyoso Triqui, whereas all 5 levels are contrastive before
a coda /h/. These endoclitic-marked forms are given in Table 22.
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Truncation of falling tones

• Recall that we never observe contour tones before a coda /ʔ/. Insertion of 
the glottal stop truncates falling tones so that they are level.
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Table 20: Simple concatenation of /=P/ with 1p endoclitic marking among words with low
tones in Itunyoso Triqui. Note the regular alternations for possessed nominal stems with
replacive tone /2/ and for potential aspect marked verbs with replacive tone /2/. When
there is no replacive tone when the verb is in the imperfective, we get the tonal truncation
pattern /32h/ > /3P/ instead.

Root Gloss Stem 1p form
B:i1 ‘be hidden’ – B:iP1

na1ka1 ‘new’ – na1koP1

ni1koP1 ‘hanging’ – ni1koP1

ku1Pnah1 ‘to be called’ (llamarse) – ku1PnoP1

ni2ñı2 ‘separate, different’ – ni2ñıP2

nu3kwãP3 ‘word’ si3-nu2kwãP2 si3-nu2kũP2

k:ih2 ‘ be ugly’ – k:iP2

a3tSih2 ‘to grow’ ka2tSih2 ka2tSiP2

‘pot.grow’
a3tSih2 ‘to grow’ – a3tSiP3

Table 21: Concatenation of /=P/ with 1p endoclitic marking, resulting in truncation of
higher falling tones. Possessed stems are given for the alienably-possessed nouns.

Root Gloss Stem 1p form Alternation
tSi3Pi4 ‘to pee’ – tSi3PiP4 4 > 4P
st̃ı4 ‘fingernail’ – st̃ıP4 4 > 4P
na3no4Poh4 ‘to pray’ – na3no4PoP4 4h > 4P
ja2Pnã3 ‘mask’ ta2Pnã3 ta2PnũP3 3 > 3P
tSu3kwi3Pih3 ‘sister (of woman)’ – tSu3kwi3PiP3 3h > 3P

Re3to32 ‘blanket’ – Re3toP3 32 > 3P
a3Bi32 ‘to ascend’ – a3BiP3 32 > 3P
a3tah2 ‘to say’ – a3toP3 3.2h > 3P
Ru4ne43 ‘avocado’ si3-Ru4ne43 si3-Ru4neP4 43 > 4P

contrastive before a coda /P/ in Itunyoso Triqui, whereas all 5 levels are contrastive before
a coda /h/. These endoclitic-marked forms are given in Table 22.



Tonal raising of many stems to /4ʔ/
Table 22: Both SAP stems and stems with tone /5h/ take tone /4/ under 1p marking.
Possessed stems are given for the alienably-possessed nouns.

Root Gloss Stem 1p form Alternation
tSi3Rah5 ‘back’ – tSi3RoP4 5h > 4P
Pñıh5 ‘corn’ ti3Pñıh5 ti3PñıP4 5h > 4P
a3ta3 ‘to load/carry’ – a3toP4 3 > 4P
tSa3kih3 ‘ear’ – tSa3kiP4 3h > 4P
tSeh3 ‘father’ tSeh4 (SAP) tSeP4 3h > 4h > 4P
n:ãh3 ‘woven bag’ tSi4nãh4 (SAP) tSi4nũP4 3 > 4h > 4P
tSa31 ‘head’ tSa4 (SAP) tSoP4 31 > 4 > 4P
j:o13 ‘quickly, light’ – j:oP14 13 > 14P

7.4 Homophony and the 1p endoclitic
As a result of the segmental and tonal changes, the 1p endoclitic is notorious for creating
surface-level homophony between distinct roots. Some surface forms with homophony are
given in Table 23. Note that, aside from the SAP stem forms which must be lexically-
specified, all of the changes to the stems here are completely phonologically predictable.
Where the endoclitic requires tone /4/ and a final /P/, the tonal and laryngeal features of
the root are neutralized. Moreover, we observe a pattern where the intervocalic glottalized
labial /PB/ has its labial features deleted due to the labial co-occurrence restrictions discussed
in §7.2.

Table 23: Accidental homophony and the 1p endoclitic

Root Gloss Stem 1p form
tSa31 ‘head’ tSa4 (SAP) tSoP4

tSa43 ‘perf.eat’ – tSoP4

tSaP3 ‘music’ si4-tSaP4 (SAP) si4-tSoP4

tu3PBa3 ‘mouth’ – to3PoP4

ja3Pa3 ‘brush’ ta3Pa3 to3PoP4

ja3Pah3 ‘chile’ ta3Pah3 to3PoP4

a3ñıP3 ‘to push aside’ a4ñıP4 (SAP) a4ñıP4

a3ñı1 ‘to explode’ a4ñı4 (SAP) a4ñıP4

a4ñı43 ‘to stop’ – a4ñıP4

a4ñıh4 ‘to get dirty’ – a4ñıP4
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What’s going on with tone /3/? /31/?

• Some words with stem tones /3/ and /31/ have some irregularity. We 
have a story coming up...

ni³tʃi¹  ‘to be near’   a³ˀmĩh³ ‘to speak’
ni⁴tʃiʔ⁴ ‘we are near’  a³ˀmĩʔ³ ‘we are speaking’

na³ne¹ ‘air, voice’   ni³jah³ ‘to be wet’
si³-na¹neʔ¹ ‘our voice(s)’  ni³joʔ⁴ ‘we are wet’
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But first... more accidental homophony
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Table 22: Both SAP stems and stems with tone /5h/ take tone /4/ under 1p marking.
Possessed stems are given for the alienably-possessed nouns.

Root Gloss Stem 1p form Alternation
tSi3Rah5 ‘back’ – tSi3RoP4 5h > 4P
Pñıh5 ‘corn’ ti3Pñıh5 ti3PñıP4 5h > 4P
a3ta3 ‘to load/carry’ – a3toP4 3 > 4P
tSa3kih3 ‘ear’ – tSa3kiP4 3h > 4P
tSeh3 ‘father’ tSeh4 (SAP) tSeP4 3h > 4h > 4P
n:ãh3 ‘woven bag’ tSi4nãh4 (SAP) tSi4nũP4 3 > 4h > 4P
tSa31 ‘head’ tSa4 (SAP) tSoP4 31 > 4 > 4P
j:o13 ‘quickly, light’ – j:oP14 13 > 14P

7.4 Homophony and the 1p endoclitic
As a result of the segmental and tonal changes, the 1p endoclitic is notorious for creating
surface-level homophony between distinct roots. Some surface forms with homophony are
given in Table 23. Note that, aside from the SAP stem forms which must be lexically-
specified, all of the changes to the stems here are completely phonologically predictable.
Where the endoclitic requires tone /4/ and a final /P/, the tonal and laryngeal features of
the root are neutralized. Moreover, we observe a pattern where the intervocalic glottalized
labial /PB/ has its labial features deleted due to the labial co-occurrence restrictions discussed
in §7.2.

Table 23: Accidental homophony and the 1p endoclitic

Root Gloss Stem 1p form
tSa31 ‘head’ tSa4 (SAP) tSoP4

tSa43 ‘perf.eat’ – tSoP4

tSaP3 ‘music’ si4-tSaP4 (SAP) si4-tSoP4

tu3PBa3 ‘mouth’ – to3PoP4

ja3Pa3 ‘brush’ ta3Pa3 to3PoP4

ja3Pah3 ‘chile’ ta3Pah3 to3PoP4

a3ñıP3 ‘to push aside’ a4ñıP4 (SAP) a4ñıP4

a3ñı1 ‘to explode’ a4ñı4 (SAP) a4ñıP4

a4ñı43 ‘to stop’ – a4ñıP4

a4ñıh4 ‘to get dirty’ – a4ñıP4



4. The 2nd person singular

• The 2nd person singular has an associated clitic /=ɾeʔ¹/, but it is 
categorized as an endoclitic because it conditions tonal changes on the 
stem it attaches to.

• In spontaneous speech, this clitic may simply be produced as /=ɾ/̥, 
where the rime portion is missing. This is more common in the 
context where it induces tone raising (DiCanio 2022).
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Summary of tonal changes (and your HW)

pattern (low tone spreading) on the stem when the endoclitic applies. These account for the
remainder of roughly all contexts where a regular pattern is not observed in Table 24. These
are irregular (SAP) stem forms found mostly on roots with tones /3/ and /31/.

As we did with the other endoclitics, we can summarize the tonal patterns found with
the 2s. The summarized patterns are shown in Table 25. We have included the percentage
of SAP roots for the 2s endoclitic here alongside the alternate (irregular) tonal changes.
The percentages here reflect the proportion of items in the lexicon which undergo the par-
ticular pattern relative to the total number of words with the input tone and glottal coda
combination.

Table 25: Simplified regular tone-glottal combinations in stem inputs and corresponding
output tones with 2s endoclitic application. The number of stems undergoing the alternation
from the inflectional database are given below each outcome. The numerator here reflects
the number of stems with the particular tone and glottal coda combination undergoing the
alternation while the denominator reflects the total number of stems with the particular tone
and glottal combination in the database.

Input stem tone/glottal Output tone Frequency in database
1, 1P, 1h, 2, 2P, 2h, 4, 4h, 5h no conditioned changes 319/410, 77.8%
32, 32h, 43, 4h low tone spreading 233/264, 88.3%
3, 3h, 3P /4/ on stem-final syllable 207/294, 70.4%
3h, 3P, 31 SAP roots 76/224, 33.9%

For stems with tones /1/, /2/, /4/, and /5/, there are no tonal changes conditioned by
the clitic. If the stem ends with a falling tone, the most frequent pattern is for low tone
spreading to occur. If the stem ends with tone /3/, the most frequent pattern is for tonal
raising to /4/. In words with tone /4/ followed by an /h/ coda, we often observe low tone
spreading, but we also can observe no tonal change. This depends on how tone /4/ occurs
on the stem. On polysyllabic words with a sequence of two high tones, e.g. /u4tSũh4/ ‘to
smell (intr)’, the low tone spreading pattern occurs, but in monosyllabic words with tone
/4/ or in polysyllabic words where only the final syllable tone is /4/, no tone change occurs.
This variation is illustrated in Table 26.

We have included the completely regular pattern of low tone spreading on stems with
falling tone /43/ here as well. This is included to illustrate the similarity between contexts
where low tone spreading is observed. As mentioned earlier in this chapter and in the chapter
on tonal phonology and phonetics, polysyllabic sequences of high tone with a final coda /h/
may be analyzed as sequences of a falling tone /43/ followed by /h/ instead, e.g. u4tSũh3/ ‘to
smell (intr)’ instead of u4tSũh4/. If these were actually falling tones, then it would simplify
both the analysis of the low tone spreading pattern shown here – it would only occur with
falling tones. We reexamine this analytical issue in §10. Note that even if we can account
for some of the variability in the tonal rules for the 2s clitic by shifting our representation
of these tones, there remain approximately 100 - 150 additional stems in our inflectional
database of 970 items which are irregular or which have SAP stems.
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• When the stem has a falling tone or /4h/, the 2S conditions low tone 
spreading one syllable to the left.
• When the stem has tone /3/, it conditions a tone /4/ one syllable to the left.
• Otherwise, no changes occur.



Low tone spreadingTable 26: Variation in tonal processes associated with tone /4/.

Root Gloss Stem 2s form Alternation
u4tSũh4 ‘to smell (intr)’ – u4tSũh1=ReP1 4.4h > 4.1h; low tone spreading
jã4Pãh4 ‘guitar’ tã4Pãh4 tã4Pãh1=ReP1 4.4h > 4.1h; low tone spreading
Ru3nũ4 ‘to paint’ – Ru3nũ4=ReP1 3.4 > 3.4; no change
a3kwah4 ‘to yell’ – a3kwah4=ReP1 3.4h > 3.4h; no change
tSãh4 ‘to push’ – tSãh4=ReP1 4h > 4h; no change

u4Pjũ43 ‘to get used to’ – u4Pjũ1=ReP1 4.43 > 4.1; low tone spreading
ni4mã43 ‘chest’ – ni4mã1=ReP1 4.43 > 4.1; low tone spreading

Table 27: Stems which do not undergo tonal changes with the 2s enclitic/endoclitic.

Root Gloss Stem 2s form Stem tone
kã3Pã1 ‘breath’ si3-kã1Pã1 si3-kã1Pã1=ReP1 Tone /1/
Pjah3 t:u2 ‘to rob’ (lit. do robbery) – Pjah t:u2=ReP1 Tone /2/
na3sih4 ‘to complete, fulfill’ – na3sih4=ReP1 Tone /4/
tS:ũ3 ‘tree, wood’ tSi3Rũh5 tSi3Rũh5=ReP1 Tone /5/

Examples of words which take no tonal changes with the 2s are included in Table 27.
Note that the stem form for the word ‘tree, wood’ is irregular under possession. For stems
which do not undergo tonal changes, the 2s is essentially an enclitic rather than an endoclitic.

The set of words which undergo low tone spreading with the 2s are largely tonally
predictable. Low tone spreading occurs when the input stem tone is a falling tone. Compli-
cating this generalization is the separate pattern where many noun roots with falling tones
undergo special tone lowering processes in nominal stem formation, discussed in the chapter
on nominal morphology. Roots tone /31/ undergo low tone spreading in stem formation,
e.g. /tSu3tSuP1/ ‘potato’ > /si3-tSu1tSuP1/ ‘poss’d-potato (potato of).’ Most nouns with
tone /32/ undergo a process of stem formation where the stem tone is changed to /2/, e.g.
/sã3Pãh2/ ‘money’ > /si3-sã2Pãh2/ ‘poss’d-money (money of).’ The input tones for these
words are not /31/ nor /32/, respectively, but now /1/ and /2/. However, verbs and other
parts of speech do not undergo special nominal stem formation rules and, resultingly low
tone spreading occurs with the 2s endoclitic when it applies to them. Examples of the low
tone spreading process are shown in Table 28.

Following the discussion in the chapter on tonal phonology/phonetics, low tone spreading
may not delink the initial tone of a contour. This means that it has distinct realizations
depending on the size of the stem. If a stem is polysyllabic and contains only a falling tone,
tone /1/ replaces the final syllable’s tone. If a stem is polysyllabic and contains a sequence
of a lower tone preceding the contour tone, e.g. /3.43/ or /2.32/, low tone spreading only
replaces the final [3] or [2] on the final syllable. This latter pattern occurs if a stem is
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There is no tone change with words with a /3.4/ melody, but low tone spreading 
when the word has a tone /4.4h/ melody. Maybe the latter is secretly /4.3/?

This pattern is only found in Itunyoso Triqui.



Tone raising /3 > 4/

This pattern is found in all Triqui varieties.
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Table 28: Stems which undergo low tone spreading with the 2s enclitic/endoclitic.

Root Gloss Stem 2s form Alternation
a3ne32 ‘to bathe oneself’ – a3ne1=ReP1 32 > 31
Ri32 ‘to take out’ – Ri31=ReP1 32 > 31
a3tah2 ‘to say’ – a3tah1=ReP1 32h > 31h
j:ah32 ‘flower’ t:ah32 t:ah31=ReP1 32h > 31h
nu4kwa43 ‘to stretch (tr)’ – nu4kwa1=ReP1 43 > 41
tSa4mãh4 ‘to swallow’ – tSa4mãh1=ReP1 4h > 41h

ta3ko1 ‘to dry (tr)’ ta4ko43 (SAP) ta4ko1=ReP1 43 > 41
na3PBih3 ‘to pray’ na4PBih4 (SAP) na4PBih1=ReP1 4h > 41h
a3jaP3 ‘to dig’ a4jaP4 (SAP) a4jaP1=ReP1 4P > 41P

monosyllabic as well, e.g. /43/ > /41/. We have excluded SAP stems from the summarized
tonal patterns in Tables 24 and 25, but we observe that all of these undergo low tone
spreading just like words with underlying tone /43/ or /4h/.

Low tone spreading is a novel tonal process in Itunyoso Triqui. It neither occurs in
Copala Triqui nor in Chicahuaxtla Triqui (Hernández Mendoza, 2017; Hollenbach, 1984).
Stems with falling tones in these languages remain unmodified. However, the process of
tonal raising /3 > 4/ on many stems before the 2s endoclitic is something shared among all
Triqui variants. In Itunyoso Triqui, most words with tone /3/ undergo raising before this
endoclitic. This final pattern is illustrated in Table 29. This pattern universally replaces
the final syllable tone /3/ with /4/ regardless of whether it is a monosyllabic or polysyllabic
word. Thus, it is phonologically different from the pattern of low tone spreading.

Table 29: Stems which undergo stem tone raising with the 2s enclitic/endoclitic.

Root Gloss Stem 2s form Alternation
na3ka3 ‘to sharpen’ – na3ka4=ReP4 3 > 4
jo3 ‘forehead’ – jo4=ReP1 3 > 4
a3PNgaP3 ‘to laugh’ – a3PNgaP4=ReP1 3P > 4P
k̃ıP3 ‘to smell’ – k̃ıP4=ReP1 3P > 4P
tSa3kih3 ‘ear’ – tSa3kih4=ReP1 3h > 4h
jãh3 ‘paper’ tãh3 tãh4=ReP1 3h > 4h
j:o13 ‘to be light, hurried’ – j:o14=ReP1 13 > 14
ja1ko3 ‘to be poor’ – ja1ko4=ReP1 1.3 > 1.4
nu2kwah3 ‘to have strength’ – nu2kwah4=ReP1 2.3h > 2.4h

Note that tonal raising applies equally to words like ‘to sharpen’ and ‘ear’, which have
only a single underlying tone, as it does to words which end with tone /3/, such as ‘to be
poor’ and ‘to have strength.’ In these latter cases, the high tone may not replace the low



No tone changes – is it now an enclitic?

• Where the 2s clitic does not condition any stem tonal changes, is it suddenly 
an enclitic?
• What would Haspelmath (2023) say?
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Table 26: Variation in tonal processes associated with tone /4/.

Root Gloss Stem 2s form Alternation
u4tSũh4 ‘to smell (intr)’ – u4tSũh1=ReP1 4.4h > 4.1h; low tone spreading
jã4Pãh4 ‘guitar’ tã4Pãh4 tã4Pãh1=ReP1 4.4h > 4.1h; low tone spreading
Ru3nũ4 ‘to paint’ – Ru3nũ4=ReP1 3.4 > 3.4; no change
a3kwah4 ‘to yell’ – a3kwah4=ReP1 3.4h > 3.4h; no change
tSãh4 ‘to push’ – tSãh4=ReP1 4h > 4h; no change

u4Pjũ43 ‘to get used to’ – u4Pjũ1=ReP1 4.43 > 4.1; low tone spreading
ni4mã43 ‘chest’ – ni4mã1=ReP1 4.43 > 4.1; low tone spreading

Table 27: Stems which do not undergo tonal changes with the 2s enclitic/endoclitic.

Root Gloss Stem 2s form Stem tone
kã3Pã1 ‘breath’ si3-kã1Pã1 si3-kã1Pã1=ReP1 Tone /1/
Pjah3 t:u2 ‘to rob’ (lit. do robbery) – Pjah t:u2=ReP1 Tone /2/
na3sih4 ‘to complete, fulfill’ – na3sih4=ReP1 Tone /4/
tS:ũ3 ‘tree, wood’ tSi3Rũh5 tSi3Rũh5=ReP1 Tone /5/

Examples of words which take no tonal changes with the 2s are included in Table 27.
Note that the stem form for the word ‘tree, wood’ is irregular under possession. For stems
which do not undergo tonal changes, the 2s is essentially an enclitic rather than an endoclitic.

The set of words which undergo low tone spreading with the 2s are largely tonally
predictable. Low tone spreading occurs when the input stem tone is a falling tone. Compli-
cating this generalization is the separate pattern where many noun roots with falling tones
undergo special tone lowering processes in nominal stem formation, discussed in the chapter
on nominal morphology. Roots tone /31/ undergo low tone spreading in stem formation,
e.g. /tSu3tSuP1/ ‘potato’ > /si3-tSu1tSuP1/ ‘poss’d-potato (potato of).’ Most nouns with
tone /32/ undergo a process of stem formation where the stem tone is changed to /2/, e.g.
/sã3Pãh2/ ‘money’ > /si3-sã2Pãh2/ ‘poss’d-money (money of).’ The input tones for these
words are not /31/ nor /32/, respectively, but now /1/ and /2/. However, verbs and other
parts of speech do not undergo special nominal stem formation rules and, resultingly low
tone spreading occurs with the 2s endoclitic when it applies to them. Examples of the low
tone spreading process are shown in Table 28.

Following the discussion in the chapter on tonal phonology/phonetics, low tone spreading
may not delink the initial tone of a contour. This means that it has distinct realizations
depending on the size of the stem. If a stem is polysyllabic and contains only a falling tone,
tone /1/ replaces the final syllable’s tone. If a stem is polysyllabic and contains a sequence
of a lower tone preceding the contour tone, e.g. /3.43/ or /2.32/, low tone spreading only
replaces the final [3] or [2] on the final syllable. This latter pattern occurs if a stem is



5. The 2nd person plural

• For non-1st person pronouns, plural number is marked several ways:

plural  nĩʔ² + clitic tʃa⁴³=nĩʔ²=sih³ ‘they (masc) ate’
  (a³nĩ²ʔĩ³ ~ nĩ²ʔĩ³ ~ nĩʔ²)

generic/ neh³ + (clitic) tʃa⁴³=neh³=sih³ ‘they (masc) ate’
plural     tʃa⁴³=neh³  ‘they (generic) ate’
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Morphophonology

• The 2nd person clitic /=ɾeʔ¹/ conditions a tone raising process on tone 
/3/ stems, e.g. ɾa³ʔa³ ‘hand’ > ɾa³ʔa⁴=ɾeʔ¹ ‘your hand’

• The 2nd person plural does something similar when it attaches to an 
overt plural, but it carries tone /5/ and the accompanying /h/.

 k-a⁴tʃĩ⁴³=nĩ²ʔĩ(³)=h⁵ɾeʔ¹ [ka⁴tʃĩ⁴³=nĩ²ʔĩh⁵ɾe̥ʔ¹]
 PERF-pass=PL=2P
 ‘you all passed by’
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Application with and without the plural

• The previous example has both a plural enclitic and then the 2nd person 
plural endoclitic, but the inclusion of the plural is optional except for 
in one context.

 k-a⁴tʃĩ(⁴³)h⁵ɾeʔ¹   The tones on the stem-final
 PERF-pass.2P   syllable are replaced with /5h/
 [ka⁴tʃĩh(⁴)⁵ɾe̥ʔ¹]   (or half-replaced?).
 ‘you all passed by’   The form is /=h⁵ɾeʔ¹/.
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Examples with different stem types
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tone /5/ is appended to the stem, though this seems rather variable. Note that when tone
/5/ is appended to the stem-final vowel, it replaces the rightmost tone on the stem. This
is indicated with the parentheses surrounding the underlying stem tones. So, the surface
phonological representation of this form is [ka4tS̃ı(:)45hR

˚
eP1].

This reduced version of the 2p clitic is slightly different from the 2s clitic but clearly re-
lated to it. However, the stem-level changes that it conditions are slightly different and more
regular than the 2s clitic. Table 30 illustrates example words with the 2p clitic attached.
We have purposely not parsed the clitic separately from the root for the reasons mentioned
above. We have not marked vowel lengthening here because it seems rather variable in the
elicited forms. This observation merits future careful phonetic investigation though. Note
that tone /3/ and others are sometimes replaced with tone /5/ in the output forms with
the clitic, but other tones often remain on the final stem syllable. Speakers often provide
a careful form with the 2p here where some underlying stem-final tonal structure remains,
but then produce a casual form where the stem-final tone seems to be replaced by /5/.

Table 30: Alternations on roots associated with the 2p clitic

Form without Gloss 2p form Gloss
person marking
k-a4tS̃ı43 perf-pass ka4tS̃ı5hReP1 ‘you (pl) passed by’
k-a2tS̃ı2 pot-pass ka2tS̃ı5hReP1 ‘you (pl) will pass by’
ñı3P̃ı3 ‘to know’ ñı3P̃ı5hReP1 ‘you (pl) know’
k-a3ne32 perf-bathe (intr) ka3ne5hReP1 ‘you (pl) bathed yourselves.’
k-a3tSi1Pi1 perf-begin k-a3tSi1Pi5hReP1 ‘you (pl) began (to do something)’
tSa43 perf.eat tSa45hReP1 ‘you (pl) ate/have eaten’
si3-me4sa43 ‘table’ si3-me4sa45hReP1 ‘your (pl) table’
Ri3ki3 ‘stomach/under’ Ri3ki5hReP1 ‘your (pl) stomachs’

Since the 2p involves appending tone /5/ to the preceding stem, what happens when the
stem form itself contains tone /5/? Recall that all words with tone /5/ co-occur with a coda
/h/. In these contexts, the 2s clitic does not condition any tonal changes on the stem, so
the 2s and 2p forms would otherwise be homophonous here. In these cases, the alternate
form of the 2p with the plural clitic is used instead. Examples of these forms are given in
Table 31. Note that use of the 2s forms with a plural pronominal reading was judged to be
ungrammatical/impossible by Triqui consultants in these examples. The alternate form was
uniformly given.

It is worth noting that, with the exception given in Table 31, the replacive tone /5/ is
completely regular in its application to stems in Itunyoso Triqui. In this way, it is unlike
the 2s clitic, which conditions special tonal changes depending on the root. Where only
certain roots with tone /3/ undergo tonal raising to /4/ with the 2s clitic, all stems undergo
tonal raising to /5/ with the 2p clitic. Moreover, the 2p clitic does not condition SAP stems
like the other endoclitics do. Even though this clitic would seem to belong to the group of
‘speech act participants’ for semantic reasons, it does not exhibit any of the other behavior
of the SAP clitics (1s, 1p, 2s) except for its conditioning of stem-level phonological changes.



Is the entire final tone replaced?

• I don’t know! It’s really hard to tell. There is sometimes a noticeably 
lengthening of the final vowel, suggesting to me that it is trimoraic or 
something.
• On single syllable words like tʃa⁴³ ‘PERF.eat / ate’, I hear the 2P form 

as distinct.

  tʃa⁴=(a)⁵hɾeʔ¹  ≠  ttʃah⁵=ɾeʔ¹
  ‘you all ate’   ‘your (sg) tortilla’
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Anti-homophony effects

What happens if you apply the 2nd person plural to a stem that already 
has a tone /5/ at the end? You can’t! The plural clitic is required here.

The 2P would be synonymous with the 2S. This is avoided.
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Table 31: Stems with tone /5/ and the 2p clitic take an alternate clitic allomorph. Note that
possessed nominal stem forms are given for the nouns and aspect-marked stems are given
for verbs.

Root Gloss Stem 2s form 2p form
a3tSeh5 ‘to walk’ – a3tSeh5=ReP1 a3tSeh5=ñı2P̃ı5hReP1

a3k̃ıh5 ‘to call’ k-a3k̃ıh5 (perf-call) ka3k̃ıh5=ReP1 ka3k̃ıh5=ñı2P̃ı5hReP1

tS:a3 ‘tortilla’ tS:ah5 tS:ah5=ReP1 tS:ah5=ñı2P̃ı5hReP1

k:ã3 ‘squash’ ta3kãh5 ta3kãh5=ReP1 ta3kãh5=ñı2P̃ı5hReP1

As a consequence of the regularity of the tonal processes here, words which otherwise
have distinct stem shapes in terms of tone and the final glottal consonant may be made
homophonous via the application of the 2p clitic. Some examples are given in Table 32.

Table 32: Homophony produced by the 2p clitic across lexemes. Note that possessed nominal
stem forms are given for the nouns and aspect-marked stems are given for verbs.

Root Gloss Stem 2s form 2p form
na3kah2 ‘to collect’ – na3kah1=ReP1 na3ka5=hReP1

na3kaP3 ‘to sweep’ – na4kaP1=ReP1 na3ka5=hReP1

a3ne32 ‘to bathe’ k-a2ne32 ka2ne1=ReP1 ka2ne5hReP1

pot-bathe (intr)
n:e3 ‘to sit’ ka2-ne3 ka2ne4=ReP1 ka2ne5hReP1

pot-sit (intr)

10 General phonological points regarding pronominal endoclitics

10.1 Productivity
One common way to demonstrate productivity in language is to examine how it would apply
to nonsense words (Berko, 1958). However, Triqui speakers do not accept nonsense words
in their language at all. Attempts to elicit if patterns apply to nonsense words result in
blanket responses like “That’s not Triqui” or “This is not a word in Triqui.” The general
interpretation is that any non-Triqui word must come from Spanish, the source for many
loanwords (mostly nouns) in the language. We can demonstrate extended productivity of
glottal toggling and endoclitic marking, more generally, by examining how these loanwords
are marked for person. Examples of loanwords with endoclitic morphology are given in Table
33. Note that no loanwords undergo special stem formation processes that we have discussed
in the nominal morphology chapter and reviewed here above.

Polysyllabic Spanish loanwords are usually reduced to a single iambic foot in Triqui, as
discussed in the chapter on prosodic structure. If stress is penultimate in the Spanish word,



6. SAP stems

• Where apparent exceptions occur in the endoclitic morphophonology 
in Itunyoso Triqui, these are mostly principled.

• A set of about 100 roots seem to act altogether differently. These roots 
take an alternate stem shape only with the 1S, 1DU, 2S endoclitics.

• We call these stems are called “speech act participant stems,” or SAP 
stems. In all cases, they take tone /4/ or /43/ as the stem shape only 
with the SAP clitics.
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SAP stems

prosody, and the morphosyntax of clitics, but it deserves special mention here as well. Table
5, repeated here from the prosody chapter, illustrates SAP stem inflection.

Table 5: Regular and SAP stem verbs

Non-SAP verb (regular) SAP verb
na4PñıH4 ‘to revive/open’ na3PneH3 ‘to untie’

1s na4Pñı43 ‘I revive’ na4Pne43 ‘I untie’
2s na4PñıH1=ReP1 ‘you revive’ na4PneH1=ReP1 ‘you untie’
1du na4PñıP4 ‘we revive’ na4PneP4 ‘we untie’
3m na4PñıH4=siH3 ‘he revives’ na3PneH3=siH3 ‘he unties’
3f na4PñıH4=ũH3 ‘she revives’ na3PneH3=ũH3 ‘she unties’
anim na4PñıH4=tSuH3 ‘it revives’ na3PneH3=tSuH3 ‘it unties’

The SAP verb in Table 5 undergoes a tonal alternation only with the SAP endoclitics.
These forms, in fact, look like an identical paradigm that we find with roots that have a tone
/4/ stem throughout their paradigm. It is as if the underlying representation for ‘to untie’ in
these cases is /na4PneH4/, even though we only observe the form with tone /3/ throughout
the rest of the paradigm. However, the set of tonal changes affecting this unique stem are
in fact, otherwise quite regular. SAP stems include words of all parts of speech.

Only one alternant stem form is ever observed for Triqui words. There are nominal roots
which take a stem tone /1/, as we observed above in Table 2, nominal roots which take a
stem tone /2/, as we observed in Table 3, and SAP stems. However, these are all mutually
exclusive. Moreover, since potential aspect marking in verbs may overwrite/replace the tone
on the stem with /2/, verbs which are SAP stems in the imperfective/perfective aspect are
completely regular with low tones in the potential aspect. If a morphological process has
replaced the stem’s tone in stem formation, it may only replace it once before endoclitics
apply.

5 The 1st person singular

5.1 An overview of segmental patterns
The segmental processes associated with the 1s endoclitic are described here first before
the tonal processes. Two segmental processes occur here: a process of /h/-toggling and a
variable process of -/Vh/ reduplication which attaches to roots with a final /P/. The former
is completely regular and productive, while the latter reflects a historical pattern that is
undergoing merger with the toggling process.

Toggling of final coda /h/ is found in several areas of Triqui grammar, including in the
formation of the 1s endoclitic, the topical/backgrounded 3rd person endoclitic (discussed in
the chapter on information structure), and in nominalized quantifier formation. If there is no
/h/ coda in the input stem, it appears with the endoclitic, but if it is present, it is deleted.
DiCanio et al. (2020) discusses this process at great length along with its ramifications
for phonological theory. Examples of the segmental toggling process for the 1s endoclitc
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How do you determine the tones here?Table 14: The two high tone paradigms for SAP stems with endoclitic marking. Included
here are forms with 3rd person marking where the root tonal shape is used instead of the
SAP stem.

Root –> SAP Stem Pronominal marking Gloss

Tone /43/
tSe3ke1 –> tSe4ke43 tSe4keh4 ‘I demand’
‘to demand’ tSe4ke1=ReP1 ‘you demand’

tSe4keP4 ‘we demand’
Clitic (non-SAP stem) –> tSe3ke1=ũh3 ‘she demands’

Tone /4/ + /h, P/
na3mı̃h3 –> na4mı̃h4 na4mı̃43 ‘I got fat’
‘to get fat’ na4mı̃h4=ReP1 ‘you got fat’

na4mı̃P4 ‘we got fat’
Clitic (non-SAP stem) –> na3mı̃h3=ũh3 ‘she got fat’

Table 15: Speech act participant stems with pronominal endoclitic marking in Itunyoso
Triqui. Note that all SAP forms consist of a high toned stem that is only used as the base
for these endoclitics – it is an abstract representation. Otherwise, the tone of the root is
used.

Root Gloss SAP stem (abstract) 1s 2s 1p
a3jaP3 ‘to dig’ a4jaP4 a4jah4 a4jah1=ReP1 a4joP4

kkaP3 ‘candle’ si4-kaP4 si4-kah4 si4-kaP1=ReP1 si4-koP4

Pjah3 ‘to do’ Pjah4 Pja43 Pja4=ReP1 PjoP4

tSeh3 ‘father’ tSeh4 tSe43 tSeh4=ReP1 tSeP4

tSe3ke1 ‘to demand’ tSe4ke43 tSe4keh4 tSe4ke1=ReP1 tSe4keP4

to3koP1 ‘to hang (tr)’ to4koP4 to4koh4 to4koP1=ReP1 to4koP4

mmı̃32 ‘sweet potato’ tu4mı̃43 tu4mı̃h4 tu4mı̃1=ReP1 tu4mı̃P4

tSi3Roh2 ‘pants’ tSi4Roh4 tSi4Ro43 tSi4Roh1=ReP1 tSi4RoP4
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Examples

Table 14: The two high tone paradigms for SAP stems with endoclitic marking. Included
here are forms with 3rd person marking where the root tonal shape is used instead of the
SAP stem.

Root –> SAP Stem Pronominal marking Gloss

Tone /43/
tSe3ke1 –> tSe4ke43 tSe4keh4 ‘I demand’
‘to demand’ tSe4ke1=ReP1 ‘you demand’

tSe4keP4 ‘we demand’
Clitic (non-SAP stem) –> tSe3ke1=ũh3 ‘she demands’

Tone /4/ + /h, P/
na3mı̃h3 –> na4mı̃h4 na4mı̃43 ‘I got fat’
‘to get fat’ na4mı̃h4=ReP1 ‘you got fat’

na4mı̃P4 ‘we got fat’
Clitic (non-SAP stem) –> na3mı̃h3=ũh3 ‘she got fat’

Table 15: Speech act participant stems with pronominal endoclitic marking in Itunyoso
Triqui. Note that all SAP forms consist of a high toned stem that is only used as the base
for these endoclitics – it is an abstract representation. Otherwise, the tone of the root is
used.

Root Gloss SAP stem (abstract) 1s 2s 1p
a3jaP3 ‘to dig’ a4jaP4 a4jah4 a4jah1=ReP1 a4joP4

kkaP3 ‘candle’ si4-kaP4 si4-kah4 si4-kaP1=ReP1 si4-koP4

Pjah3 ‘to do’ Pjah4 Pja43 Pja4=ReP1 PjoP4

tSeh3 ‘father’ tSeh4 tSe43 tSeh4=ReP1 tSeP4

tSe3ke1 ‘to demand’ tSe4ke43 tSe4keh4 tSe4ke1=ReP1 tSe4keP4

to3koP1 ‘to hang (tr)’ to4koP4 to4koh4 to4koP1=ReP1 to4koP4

mmı̃32 ‘sweet potato’ tu4mı̃43 tu4mı̃h4 tu4mı̃1=ReP1 tu4mı̃P4

tSi3Roh2 ‘pants’ tSi4Roh4 tSi4Ro43 tSi4Roh1=ReP1 tSi4RoP4
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7. Clitics, revisited

• Recall our conversation last week about whether pronouns in Triqui were 
properly clitics or suffixes.
• How does the current data fit in with this perspective? with the theoretical 

discussion?
• Complex segmental/tonal alternations with the 1S, 1DU pronouns
• The 2S and 2P pronouns condition tonal changes on stems for some stems, but not all. 

Is the former type of allomorph an endoclitic while the latter is an enclitic? What does 
it mean for a pronoun to be both an enclitic and an endoclitic?

• SAP roots!
• If one can model the phonological alternations in stems via concatenative 

rules in autosegmental-metrical theory, is this concatenation?
• Are clitics definitionally concatenative?
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